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Sport and the Neoliberal University Nov 12 2020 College students are now regarded as consumers, not students, and nowhere is the growth and exploitation of the
university more obvious than in the realm of college sports, where the evidence is in the stadiums built with corporate money, and the crowded sporting events
sponsored by large conglomerates. The contributors to Sport and the Neoliberal University examine how intercollegiate athletics became a contested terrain of
public/private interests. They look at college sports from economic, social, legal, and cultural perspectives to cut through popular mythologies regarding
intercollegiate athletics and to advocate for increased clarity about what is going on at a variety of campuses with regard to athletics. Focusing on current issues,
including the NCAA, Title IX, recruitment of high school athletes, and the Penn State scandal, among others, Sport and the Neoliberal University shows the
different ways institutions, individuals, and corporations are interacting with university athletics in ways that are profoundly shaped by neoliberal ideologies.
Higher Education and Employability Apr 29 2022 Higher Education and Employability makes a crucial contribution to the current reassessment of higher
education in the United States by focusing on how colleges and universities can collaborate with businesses in order to serve the educational and professional
interests of their students. Drawing on his extensive experience with universities and the business world, Peter J. Stokes argues that the need for closer alignment
between the two sectors has never been more critical—and that the opportunities for partnership have never been greater. This book includes a series of trenchant
case studies of particular universities that have developed ambitious collaborative programs—New York University, Northeastern University, and the Georgia
Institute of Technology. Incisive and practical, this book surveys the full range of current partnerships between businesses and higher education and points to
opportunities that will best serve students now and in the future.
Vadophil Oct 04 2022
Trans Bodies, Trans Selves Feb 13 2021 This is a groundbreaking, personal, and informative guide for the transgender population, covering health, legal issues,
cultural and social questions, history, theory, and more. It is a place for transgender and gender-questioning people, their partners and families, students, professors,
and guidance counselors, to look for up-to-date information on transgender life.
Muslims in Ireland Jan 15 2021 This book combines historical, sociological and ethnographic research methods to provide a rich and multi-faceted study of the
Muslim presence in Ireland in its historical and contemporary dimensions.
The Museum on the Roof of the World Oct 31 2019 For millions of people around the world, Tibet is a domain of undisturbed tradition, the Dalai Lama a
spiritual guide. By contrast, the Tibet Museum opened in Lhasa by the Chinese in 1999 was designed to reclassify Tibetan objects as cultural relics and the Dalai
Lama as obsolete. Suggesting that both these views are suspect, Clare E. Harris argues in The Museum on the Roof of the World that for the past one hundred and
fifty years, British and Chinese collectors and curators have tried to convert Tibet itself into a museum, an image some Tibetans have begun to contest. This book is
a powerful account of the museums created by, for, or on behalf of Tibetans and the nationalist agendas that have played out in them. Harris begins with the British
public’s first encounter with Tibetan culture in 1854. She then examines the role of imperial collectors and photographers in representations of the region and
visits competing museums of Tibet in India and Lhasa. Drawing on fieldwork in Tibetan communities, she also documents the activities of contemporary Tibetan
artists as they try to displace the utopian visions of their country prevalent in the West, as well as the negative assessments of their heritage common in China.
Illustrated with many previously unpublished images, this book addresses the pressing question of who has the right to represent Tibet in museums and beyond.
The Early Years Foundation Stage Jul 29 2019 Lecturers, why waste time waiting for the post to arrive? Request your e-inspection copy today! 'When I showed
my inspection copy to the Foundation Degree Programme Director, she said it was the whole programme in a nutshell' - Denise Reardon, Senior Lecturer,
Canterbury Christ Church University The Early Years Foundation Stage has been praised by academics and students for its theoretical underpinning and practical
case studies. In the light of the revised EYFS, the new edition combines a comprehensive range of topics, up to date coverage of the EYFS curriculum, additional
case studies, an increased focus on critical reflection, and access to free journal articles relating to key topics. It is an ideal resource for students undertaking any
Early Years or Early Childhood Studies courses, or those working toward the Early Years Teacher qualification. This second edition introduces new chapters on:
Historical developments in early years educational policy Implementation of EYFS Play-based learning Observational recordings and analysis in the EYFS Working
in partnership with parents Safeguarding children Children's health Inclusion in the early years Leadership Literacy. Outstanding Learning Features: Up to date
coverage of revised EYFS New two-colour layout makes the book user-friendly and easy to navigate Chapter aims identify what each chapter will cover at a glance
Case studies in each chapter help you to link theory to practice Further reading directs you to external resources to deepen your understanding Reflection tesks help
you reflect on how the chapter can be applied to your personal and professional development. Visit www.sagepub.co.uk/Palaiologou2e for free access to a selection
of SAGE Journal Articles related to key topics in the book.
Choosing Nursing Nov 24 2021 Becoming a nurse is a life-changing process and making the decision to study nursing at university is the first step. This short
guide will help you decide whether it is the right move for you, give you an idea of which field of nursing might suit you best and provide useful tips for making a
successful application. Outlining the academic and clinical support that students can expect during their study, the stresses that they may face, how placements work
and the role of the NMC for student nurses, this book includes a wide range of testimonials from nursing students as well as practising nurses. Most importantly, it

shows what is unique about each of the different fields, which include children’s nursing, adult nursing, mental health nursing, learning disability and defence
nursing. It also looks at what all of these areas have in common – what makes nursing nursing and what makes nursing special. With a final section looking to the
future, with tips for getting your first job and highlighting nursing opportunities around the globe, this is the must-have, no-nonsense career advice book for all
those considering nursing as a career option or waiting to start their nursing course or indeed for those nurses who are wishing to return to the nursing profession.
Yearbook of Muslims in Europe, Volume 7 Apr 17 2021 The Yearbook of Muslims in Europe is an essential resource for analysis of Europe's dynamic Muslim
populations. This comprehensive annual reference work summarizes significant activities, trends and developments, and features the most current statistical
information available from forty-four European countries.
Child Observation Feb 25 2022 This is a key text that enables students to appreciate and understand the central role of observation in understanding, planning for
and educating early years children. It explores the theoretical background to child observation and links it back to practice. Recent important research in the field of
child observation is highlighted and ethical implications of research in early childhood are considered. This is essential for all those studying for degrees and
foundation degrees in early childhood, early years and related disciplines and for Early Years Teacher candidates. Updated in line with recent policy and legislation
changes A new chapter on observation documentation in the multi-modal age Includes new material and case studies that explores the essential elements of child
observation across the world Research chapter re-written to make it more accessible for all students More case studies throughout linking theory to practice.
Craft of Use Mar 17 2021 This book explores the ‘craft of use’, the cultivated, ordinary and ingenious ideas and practices that promote satisfying and
resourceful use of garments, presenting them as an alternative, dynamic, experiential frame with which to articulate and foster sustainability in the fashion sector.
Here Kate Fletcher provides a broad imagining of sustainability in fashion that gives attention to tending and wearing garments, and favours their use as much as
their creation. She offers a diversified view of fashion beyond the market and the market’s purpose and reveals fashion provision and expression in a world not
dependent on continuous consumption. Framing design and use as a single whole, the book uncovers a more contingent and time-dependent role for design in
sustainability, recognising that garments, while sold as a product, are lived as a process. Drawing from stories and portrait photography that document the ways in
which members of the public from across three continents use their clothes, and the work of seven international design teams seeking to amplify these use practices,
Craft of Use presents a changed social narrative for fashion, borne out of ideas of satisfaction and interdependence, of action, knowledge and human agency, that
glimpses fashion post-growth.
9/11 Memorial Visions Aug 02 2022 More than a billion people watched the 9/11 World Trade Center destruction unfold on television, making it the greatest
shared event in world history. Reflecting this fact, the 2003 World Trade Center Memorial Design Competition was open to anyone, drawing 5,201 entries from 60
countries, all of which were posted online. Most designs were the greyscale hardscape of typical memorials. A few were radically imaginative. Some engaged
memory with sound, color, movement, technology or visitor participation. Others reached across the globe, cyberspace, even outer space. These imaginings stirred
questions about their creators. Who were they? What were they thinking and feeling? How did the concept develop? This book, based on a first ever review of the
entries, tells the personal stories of more than 180 designers whose creative perspective translated an horrific event, giving deeper thought to the relation of memorial
spaces to history, geography, technology and cultural diversity.
Agricultural Resilience Jan 27 2022 Offers an interdisciplinary exploration of resilience in agriculture, and implications for producers seeking to adapt to change
and uncertainty.
The Asian Yearbook of Human Rights and Humanitarian Law Mar 29 2022 The Asian Yearbook of Human Rights and Humanitarian Law aims to publish peerreviewed scholarly articles and reviews as well as significant developments in human rights and humanitarian law. It examines international human rights and
humanitarian law with a global reach, though its particular focus is on the Asian region. The focused theme of Volume 6 is Essays in Honour of Professor Shaheen
Sardar Ali.
Public Medievalists, Racism, and Suffrage in the American Women’s College Jul 01 2022 This study, part of growing interest in the study of nineteenth-century
medievalism and Anglo-Saxonism, closely examines the intersections of race, class, and gender in the teaching of Anglo-Saxon in the American women’s colleges
before World War I, interrogating the ways that the positioning of Anglo-Saxon as the historical core of the collegiate English curriculum also silently perpetuated
mythologies about Manifest Destiny, male superiority, and the primacy of northern European ancestry in United States culture at large. Analysis of college curricula
and biographies of female professors demonstrates the ways that women used Anglo-Saxon as a means to professional opportunity and political expression,
especially in the suffrage movement, even as that legitimacy and respectability was freighted with largely unarticulated assumptions of racist and sexist privilege. The
study concludes by connecting this historical analysis with current charged discussions about the intersections of race, class, and gender on college campuses and
throughout US culture.
The Struggle to Reform Our Colleges May 07 2020 Why efforts to improve American higher educational attainment haven't worked, and where to go from here
During the first decade of this century, many commentators predicted that American higher education was about to undergo major changes that would be brought
about under the stimulus of online learning and other technological advances. Toward the end of the decade, the president of the United States declared that
America would regain its historic lead in the education of its workforce within the next ten years through a huge increase in the number of students earning
“quality” college degrees. Several years have elapsed since these pronouncements were made, yet the rate of progress has increased very little, if at all, in the
number of college graduates or the nature and quality of the education they receive. In The Struggle to Reform Our Colleges, Derek Bok seeks to explain why so
little change has occurred by analyzing the response of America’s colleges; the influence of students, employers, foundations, accrediting organizations, and
government officials; and the impact of market forces and technological innovation. In the last part of the book, Bok identifies a number of initiatives that could
improve the performance of colleges and universities. The final chapter examines the process of change itself and describes the strategy best calculated to quicken
the pace of reform and enable colleges to meet the challenges that confront them.
An Invitation to Health Jun 07 2020 Commit to a healthy lifestyle with the newest edition of AN INVITATION TO HEALTH from renowned author Dianne
Hales. Packed with discussions on personal health—from physical and mental health to social and sexual issues—this market-leading book candidly explores the
mind, body, and spirit, and compels you to start making improvements today. Readings include a new chapter on consumer health, with “Consumer Alert”
features to critically evaluate your health care options, along with no-cost and low-cost ways to make changes that yield big benefits. More than a superficial selfhelp approach, AN INVITATION TO HEALTH: The Power of Now! presents hard data, such as ACHA’s 2013 National College Health Assessment, new
DSM-5 criteria, and federal reports on the health of our nation and the international community. Practical exercises and features also help you begin positive
change today by evaluating your diet, exercise habits, relationships, social media presence, and much more. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Security, Strategy and Military Change in the 21st Century May 31 2022 This edited volume explores and analyses strategic thinking, military reform and
adaptation in an era of Asian growth, European austerity and US rebalancing. A significant shift in policy, strategy and military affairs is underway in both Asia and
Europe, with the former gaining increasing prominence in the domain of global security. At the same time, the world’s powers are now faced with an array of
diverse challenges. The resurgence of great power politics in both Europe and Asia, along with the long term threats of terrorism, piracy and sustained geopolitical
instability has placed great strain on militaries and security institutions operating with constrained budgets and wary public support. The volume covers a wide
range of case studies, including the transformation of China’s military in the 21st century, the internal and external challenges facing India, Russia’s military
modernization program and the USA’s reassessment of its strategic interests. In doing so, the book provides the reader with the opportunity to conceptualize how
strategic thinking, military reform, operational adaptation and technological integration have interacted with the challenges outlined above. With contributions by

leading scholars and practitioners from Europe and Asia, this book provides a valuable contribution to the understanding of strategic and operational thinking and
adjustment across the world. This book will be of much interest to students of military and strategic studies, security studies, defence studies, Asian politics, Russian
politics, US foreign policy and IR in general.
Singapore Aug 22 2021 On 9 August 2015, Singapore celebrated its 50th year of national independence, a milestone for the nation as it has overcome major
economic, social, cultural and political challenges in a short period of time. Whilst this was a celebratory event to acknowledge the role of the People’s Action
Party (PAP) government, it was also marked by national remembrance as founding Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew died in March 2015. This book critically reflects
on Singapore’s 50 years of independence. Contributors interrogate a selected range of topics on Singapore’s history, culture and society – including the
constitution, education, religion and race – and thereby facilitate a better understanding of its shared national past. Central to this book is an examination of how
Singaporeans have learnt to adapt and change through PAP government policies since independence in 1965. All chapters begin their histories from that point in
time and each contribution focuses either on an area that has been neglected in Singapore’s modern history or offer new perspectives on the past. Using a multidisciplinary approach, it presents an independent and critical take on Singapore’s post-1965 history. A valuable assessment to students and researchers alike,
Singapore: Negotiating State and Society, 1965-2015 is of interest to specialists in Southeast Asian history and politics.
Defending the Arsenal Dec 26 2021 One important area of interest within military and policy circles focuses on an effort to revitalize the nuclear triad amidst a
number of competing strategic interests. The difficulties arising from US engagement in Iraq and Afghanistan are leading many scholars and policy makers to
question whether a reinvigorated nuclear triad has any role in deterring modern adversaries. This volume takes an unashamed pro-nuclear modernization position
and argues for designing and fielding new nuclear warheads and delivery systems (submarine, ICBM, and bomber) while also arguing against signing the
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty or agreeing to further reductions in the nuclear arsenal. It also argues that nuclear deterrence remains as relevant today, perhaps
more, than it was during the Cold War. With so many authors advocating for "Global Zero" and highlighting perceived dangers from a nuclear arsenal, this work
stands in stark contrast to the chorus of anti-arsenal works. Because of the work’s structure and effort to answer questions of current relevance, it should appeal to
a broad audience including: service staffs, PME students, COCOM staffs, Pentagon personnel, Capitol Hill staffers, policy makers, academics, graduate students,
and interested readers.
Principles of Information Systems Feb 02 2020 Delivering the latest research and most current coverage available, PRINCIPLES OF INFORMATION
SYSTEMS, 12E equips students with a solid understanding of the core principles of IS and how it is practiced. Covering the latest developments from the field and
their impact on the rapidly changing role of today's IS professional, the twelfth edition includes expanded coverage of mobile solutions, an increased focus on
energy and environmental concerns, new discussions on the growing use of cloud computing across the globe, a stronger career emphasis, and a fully updated
running case. Learning firsthand how information systems can increase profits and reduce costs, students explore new information on e-commerce and enterprise
systems, artificial intelligence, virtual reality, green computing, and other issues reshaping the industry. The text introduces the challenges and risks of computer
crimes, hacking, and cyberterrorism. It also presents some of the most current research on virtual communities and global IS work solutions as well as social
networking. A long-running example illustrates how technology was used in the design, development, and production of this text. No matter where students' career
paths may lead, PRINCIPLES OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS, 12E can help them maximize their success as employees, decision makers, and business leaders.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Agricultural Medicine Oct 12 2020 Newly updated, Agricultural Medicine: Rural Occupational Health, Safety, and Prevention, Second Editionis a
groundbreaking and comprehensive textbook and reference for students and practitioners of public health, and professionals in the field of rural agricultural
occupational health and safety. The book introduces specific occupational and environmental health and safety issues faced by agricultural workers and rural
residents, and provides a roadmap to establishing sustainable worker and public health support in agricultural communities. Responding to reader demand,
Agricultural Medicine, Second Edition now features more case studies, key point summaries, and new international perspective chapters comparing North
American health and agricultural practices to those in Europe, the Asia Pacific, and South America. Agricultural health and safety engages a multidisciplinary team
of medical professionals, veterinarians, safety professionals, engineers, sociologists, epidemiologists, and psychologists, for whom this book serves as an essential
resource.
New Perspectives on Cybercrime Jan 03 2020 This exciting and timely collection showcases recent work on Cybercrime by members of Uclan Cybercrime
Research Unit [UCRU], directed by Dr Tim Owen at the University of Central Lancashire, UK. This book offers up-to-date perspectives on Cybercrime based
upon a Realist social ontology, alongside suggestions for how research into Cybercrime might move beyond what can be seen as the main theoretical obstacles
facing criminological theory: the stagnation of critical criminology and the nihilistic relativism of the postmodern and post-structuralist cultural turn. Organised
into three sections; ‘Law and Order in Cyberspace’, ‘Gender and Deviance in Cyberspace’, and ‘Identity and Cyberspace’, this cutting-edge volume
explores some of the most crucial issues we face today on the internet: grooming, gendered violence, freedom of speech and intellectual property crime. Providing
unique new theory on Cybercrime, this book will appeal to scholars and advanced students of Criminology, Law, Sociology, Philosophy, Policing and Forensic
Science, Information Technology and Journalism, in addition to professionals working within law and order agencies and the security services.
Dimond's Legal Aspects of Nursing Sep 10 2020 Written specifically for student nurses as well as those already in practice, Dimond's Legal Aspects of Nursing is
your essential practical guide to the legal principles you need to be aware of in your everyday nursing practice. Building on previous editions of the book by Bridgit
Dimond, this 8th edition has been significantly reworked by a new author team with extensive experience in teaching nursing law. It has also been fully updated and
revised in line with recent legal developments and the new Nursing standards to ensure it continues to meet the requirements of nursing law modules.
Macro-Level Learning through Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs): Strategies and Predictions for the Future Sep 22 2021 To some in academia, Massive
Open Online Courses are a paradigm shift in online education, while others perceive them as a threat to traditional styles of pedagogy. In this regard, the timehonored model of the university lecture is seen as being a potential casualty of the rise of MOOCs. Macro-Level Learning through Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOCs): Strategies and Predictions for the Future provides insight into the emerging phenomenon of MOOCs as a design manual for the course designer with a
collection of chapters that deal with all facets of the MOOC debate. Industry training developers, corporate trainers, educators, post graduate students, and others
will benefit from the information provided in this book.
A New Companion to Digital Humanities Jun 19 2021 This highly-anticipated volume has been extensively revised to reflect changes in technology, digital
humanities methods and practices, and institutional culture surrounding the valuation and publication of digital scholarship. A fully revised edition of a celebrated
reference work, offering the most comprehensive and up-to-date collection of research currently available in this rapidly evolving discipline Includes new articles
addressing topical and provocative issues and ideas such as retro computing, desktop fabrication, gender dynamics, and globalization Brings together a global team
of authors who are pioneers of innovative research in the digital humanities Accessibly structured into five sections exploring infrastructures, creation, analysis,
dissemination, and the future of digital humanities Surveys the past, present, and future of the field, offering essential research for anyone interested in better
understanding the theory, methods, and application of the digital humanities
Programming and Planning in Early Childhood Settings Jun 27 2019 Programming & Planning in Early Childhood Settings explores a range of approaches to
curriculum and to documenting children's learning in early childhood settings. This valuable resource for early childhood education students and practitioners
provides a broad view of the concepts and issues in early childhood curriculum. Chapters reflect ongoing discussions about what is meant by the terms 'planning'
and 'programming' in the context of early childhood, what is authentic curriculum for young children, and effective teaching strategies to extend young children's
learning. The strong focus on sociocultural theories of learning promotes awareness of children's diverse experiences, competencies and learning styles, and helps

readers recognise the need for collaborative partnerships between educators, children and families in order to develop appropriate programs. Thoroughly revised
and updated, this new edition shows how chapters of the text are relevant to the Australian Professional Standards for teachers, and highlights connections to the
school-based context. Numerous real-life examples, reflections, articles and case studies assist students to understand a variety of educational theories, philosophies
and frameworks. Throughout the book there is a focus on the processes of reflection, evaluation and ongoing improvement.
Civil Society and the Reform of Finance Oct 24 2021 Efforts to resolve the recent financial crisis have obscured a more deeply rooted financialization crisis that
impacts not only the market economy but also the vital civic and moral traditions that support it. This book reveals the cultural influence of finance in reshaping the
foundations of American civil society and proposes a return to certain "first principles" of the Republic to restore the nation’s economic vision. This book
demonstrates how funding concerns and financial incentives "revalue" faith traditions, educational institutions, non-profit organizations, and even the nation’s
healthcare system in ways that are eroding the diversity of American culture. These changes also undermine the ethical framework of both democratic government
and the free-market system. While financial influence has diminished the value of civil society, this book proposes that revitalized intermediary institutions still offer
the best path forward in restoring the financial sector and, more broadly, enriching the American competitive ethic toward development of a more virtuous
economy. The book is written for an academic and professional audience, offering a blueprint for the involvement of civil society with government in providing
more communally integrated oversight that could contribute to a genuine democratization of finance.
Education and the Commercial Mindset Dec 14 2020 America’s commitment to public schooling once seemed unshakable. But today the movement to
privatize K–12 education is stronger than ever. A veteran teacher and administrator, Samuel E. Abrams examines the rise of market forces in public education and
reveals how a commercial mindset has taken over. For decades, Milton Friedman and his disciples contended that private markets could deliver better schooling
than governments. In the 1990s, this belief was put to the test by Edison Schools and other for-profit educational management organizations (EMOs). Edison grew
rapidly, running schools in Baltimore, Philadelphia, and many other cities across the country. Yet disappointing academic and financial outcomes soon pushed the
company and its competitors to the margins. The focus of EMOs on efficiency and results nevertheless found expression in federal policy with No Child Left
Behind in 2002 and Race to the Top in 2009. The new ethos also defined nonprofit charter management organizations (CMOs) like KIPP that surfaced in the wake
of EMOs and flourished. But the dependence of CMOs on philanthropists, tireless teachers, and students capable of abiding by rigid expectations limits their reach.
Abrams argues that while the commercial mindset sidesteps fundamental challenges, public schools should adopt lessons from the business world. Citing foreign
practices, he recommends raising teacher salaries to attract and retain talent, conferring more autonomy on educators to build ownership, and employing sampling
techniques rather than universal assessments to gauge student progress.
From Alliance to Union Sep 30 2019 After the conservative Arab Gulf Monarchies - Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates
(UAE) - joined forces on 25 May 1981 within the Gulf Co-operation Council (GCC), few fathomed that security requirements on and around the Arabian
Peninsula would be so precarious and for so long. To answer their search for permanent stability, Arab Gulf rulers erected a regional alliance that sought to integrate
internal and regional defences, as well as strengthen their existing socio-economic ties. Several of the monarchies even hoped that co-ordination on foreign policy
issues over which near unanimity existed could, eventually, lead to a full-fledged union as envisaged in the organisation's founding charter. Between 1981 and 2015
these Arab Gulf monarchies experienced major socio-political transformations resulting from upheavals throughout the Arab and Muslim worlds. The perceived
necessity to bring about a full-fledged union has come into conflict with entrenched viewpoints from regimes that value traditional military/political roles and
norms. In this new study, Joseph A. Kechichian provides an evaluation of GCC States' military institutions to better evaluate whether a stable alliance is capable of
enduring over the next few decades, and how civilian leaders perceive the role and influence of their military officers for the task. Kechichian raises fundamental
questions over internal, regional and international threats, including an existential challenge emanating from the Islamic revolutionary government of Iran, and
assesses how GCC professionals may be preparing to tackle them. He further elucidates on the best methods to meet security challenges not only to secure political
survival but also to determine whether conservative Arab Gulf regimes can flourish outside an effective alliance. The volume concludes with an examination of
evolving civil-military relations in the GCC States.
#TheWeaponizationOfSocialMedia Jul 09 2020 #TheWeaponizationOfSocialMedia develops a framework to understand how social network media shapes
global politics and contemporary conflicts by examining their role as a platform for conduction intelligence collection, targeting, cyber-operations, psychological
warfare and command and control activities. Through these, the weaponization of social media shows both the possibilities and the limitations of social network
media in contemporary conflicts and makes a contribution to theorizing and studying contemporary conflicts. Democracies operate as if Information is second to
the other elements of national power. In fact it is the aspect from which all power is derived. We fail to understand this at our peril, while our adversaries ‘get it’.
In democracies to autocracies, information is a valuable resource that is increasingly difficult to control. That is how it should be. However, the Weaponization of
Social Media, as Thomas Nissen adeptly describes it, is simultaneously based on and enabling several dangerous trajectories. These include new marketplaces for
loyalty, the ability to opt-in (and out) of identities, perceived transparency across battlefields and diplomacy, and media illiteracy and a commensurate decline in
the standards of journalism.
Shaping a City Dec 02 2019 Picture your downtown vacant, boarded up, while the malls surrounding your city are thriving. What would you do? In 1974 the
politicians, merchants, community leaders, and business and property owners, of Ithaca, New York, joined together to transform main street into a pedestrian mall.
Cornell University began an Industrial Research Park to keep and attract jobs. Developers began renovating run-down housing. City Planners crafted a long-range
plan utilizing State legislation permitting a Business Improvement District (BID), with taxing authority to raise up to 20 percent of the City tax rate focused on
downtown redevelopment. Shaping a City is the behind-the-scenes story of one developer’s involvement, from first buying and renovating small houses,
gradually expanding his thinking and projects to include a recognition of the interdependence of the entire city—jobs, infrastructure, retail, housing, industry,
taxation, banking and City Planning. It is the story of how he, along with other local developers transformed a quiet, economically challenged upstate New York
town into one that is recognized nationally as among the best small cities in the country. The lessons and principles of personal relationships, cooperation and
collaboration, the importance of density, and the power of a Business Improvement District to catalyze change, are ones you can take home for the development
and revitalization of your city.
iCEER2014-McMaster Digest Aug 10 2020 International Conference on Engineering Education and Research
Teaching Character and Virtue in Schools Jul 21 2021 Teaching Character and Virtue in Schools addresses the contemporary issues of quantification and
measurement in educational settings. The authors draw on the research of the Jubilee Centre at the University of Birmingham in order to investigate the concern
that the conventional wisdom, sound judgement and professional discretion of teachers is being diminished and control mistakenly given over to administrators,
policymakers and inspectors which in turn is negatively effecting pupils’ character development. The books calls for subject competence to be complemented by
practical wisdom and good character in teaching staff. It posits that the constituent virtues of good character can be learned and taught, that education is an
intrinsically moral enterprise and that character education should be intentional, organised and reflective. The book draws on the Jubilee Centre’s expertise in
support of its claims and successfully integrates the fields of educational studies, psychology, sociology, philosophy and theology in its examination of
contemporary educational practices and their wider effect on society as a whole. It offers sample lessons as well as a framework for character education in schools.
The book encourages the view that character education is about helping students grasp what is ethically important and how to act for the right reasons so that they
can become more autonomous and reflective individuals within the framework of a democratic society. Particularly interested readers will be educational leaders,
teachers, those undertaking research in the field of education as well as policy analysts with a keen interest in developing the character and good sense of learners
today.

Annual Energy Outlook 2014, with Projections to 2040 Nov 05 2022 The projections in the U.S. Energy Information Administration's (EIA's) Annual Energy
Outlook 2013 (AEO2013) focus on the factors that shape the U.S. energy system over the long term. Under the assumption that current laws and regulations
remain unchanged throughout the projections, the AEO2013 Reference case provides the basis for examination and discussion of energy production,
consumption, technology, and market trends and the direction they may take in the future. It also serves as a starting point for analysis of potential changes in
energy policies.
Annual Energy Outlook Sep 03 2022
The Challenge of Independent Colleges Mar 05 2020 Weerts, Cynthia A. Wells, Letha Zook
Strategy and the Sea Apr 05 2020 An important book, presenting the latest insights by the leading world authorities on naval history.
Doing Research in Education Aug 29 2019 With an impressive team of contributors, this book discusses the reality of conducting research in different
educational settings and provides practical advice for both undergraduate and postgraduate students doing research in education.
Perioperative Practice at a Glance May 19 2021 From the publishers of the market-leading at a Glance series comes this new title on all aspects of caring for
patients in the perioperative environment. From pre-operative care, through the anaesthetic and surgical phases to post-operation and recovery, this easy-to-read,
quick-reference resource uses the unique at a Glance format to quickly convey need-to-know information in both images and text, allowing vital knowledge to be
revised promptly and efficiently. Brings together all aspects of perioperative practice in one easy-to-read book Moves through the patient journey, providing
support to perioperative practitioners in all aspects of their role Covers key information on perioperative emergencies Includes material on advanced skills to
support Advanced Practitioners Each topic is covered in two pages, allowing for easy revision and reference This is a must-have resource for operating department
practitioners and students, theatre nurses and nursing students, and trainee surgeons and anaesthetists.
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